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HSM SECURIO C16 - 5,8 MM

This document shredder ensures data security in private areas or home offices. Its induction-
hardened solid steel cutting rollers are impervious to staples and paper clips and guarantee long
service life. Optimum design of cutting and drive components as well as the closed gear
mechanism ensure low noise. An integrated rocker switch starts the device automatically and
switches it off again after the paper feed ends. The turbo function rectifies paper jams and
ensures smooth operation. High user safety is guaranteed by the folding safety element, which
prevents unintentional intake and automatically switches off the document shredder if pressure is
applied. The level of the waste container is always visible through the inspection window, making
timely emptying possible. To empty the container you can simply remove the housing top with the
handle recess for easy lifting. In standby mode, the energy-saving management system ZES
ensures zero power consumption. The high-quality materials and proven quality “Made in
Germany” guarantee you security and long service life.
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Technical Data

Order number 000000000001901111

EAN Code 4026631035606

Shredder material

Cutting type strip cut

Security level (DIN 66399)

Security level (DIN 32757-1) CAA141001

Cutting width 5,80 mm

Cutting capacity (80g/m²) 15 - 17 sheets

Cutting capacity (70g/m²) 16 - 18 sheets

Intake width 225,0 mm

Container volume 25,0 l

Cutting speed 44,00 mm/s

Noise level (idle operation) 55 dB

eclass 5.1 24320701

UN/SPSC 44101603

Power consumption of the motor 300,0 W

Voltage 230 V

Frequency 50 Hz

Depth 258,0 mm

Width 366,0 mm

Height 455,0 mm

Weight 4,0 kg

Colour white
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